"The Lost Language of Plants is both poetry and medicine, nourishment for your soul and a sharp-edged scalpel that lays open the reality of the world to your intellect. It is absolutely brilliant, and reading it will truly and deeply change your understanding of All Life."
- Thom Hartmann, author of The Last Hours of Ancient Sunlight

"This important, relentless book contains a mine of information and knowledge for the ecologically-minded."
- Jeremy Narby, author of Cosmic Serpent: DNA and the Origins of Knowledge

"The environmental warning in The Lost Language of Plants will come as a surprise to those who have believed that our impact on the planet could be counted in fewer elephants and songbirds. Stephen Buhner reminds us that we humans are immersed in a sea of chemical signals that link our well being to that of millions of organisms that are usually beneath our notice."
- Jane Gussow, author of This organic Life

"A sensitive, intelligent, far reaching work. . . This extraordinary book breaks all boundaries and in doing so reconnects us with our most radical selves. A truly revolutionary message."
- Susun S. Weed, author of Healing Wise

"Buhner's warnings about the truly frightening hidden ecological costs of the pharmaceutical industry are framed within a love song for medicinal flora. As he inspires his readers to a passionate appreciation for the wisdom and inestimable value of plants, he also demonstrates how to open one's heart to the great wound that is our separation from the natural world. "
- NAPRA Review